Case Study:
Audio Visual Suite
When a private insurance provider wanted to convert their staff restaurant into a multi-purpose media
and presentation suite they looked to Voicepath Ltd.
The brief was to provide Audio Visual (AV) components into a space where staff could hold corporate
meetings and events, private functions and social club meetings such as Cinema Club, Video Gaming
Club and Poker Club.
Our solution provided a new voice and data backbone infrastructure to allow for future expansion,
upgrade of the original audio visual components and a provide new Local Area Network (LAN) to allow
access to business networks.

The Solution

The Result

Our extensive knowledge of multi media
components and infrastructure installation
enabled us to design a cost effective system
that optimised the audio visual equipment’s
capabilities and provided a solution that was
flexible and easy to use.

The Audio Visual Suite, with a capacity of 150, is
a spectacular multi-media space providing large
format HD video with supplementary LCD screens
for larger audiences; stereo sound with option to
upgrade to 5.1 surround sound; Satellite TV; a
wireless microphone system all controlled by a
simple control pad. The new LAN infrastructure
provides network access and teleconferencing
capabilities making it a truly multi use space.

The presentation resource network designed
by Voicepath consisted of professional grade
Sony LCD monitors, Panasonic HD projector,
Eyeline projection screen, Smart Wireless
microphone components, Denon professional
audio equipment and Mordaunt speakers.
The addition of room control created easy
management of the multiple audio visual
components. The focal point of the installation
is a bespoke iKON AVS 16 multi function
podule, an expandable control pad that
provides direct control over all audio visual
display devices enabling seamless operation.
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It was a challenge to adapt the many different
types of media and make them interchangeable
and able to operate independently of each other.
Voicepath’s experience with multi media solutions
met all the challenges resulting in a state of the
art meeting room where employees attend
visually engaging business meetings, enjoy club
nights, watch events on a large screen or provide
background music for private functions.
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